Customer Change Notice
For Hewlett-Packard Customer

CCN #9710A
Notification Date: October 31, 1997

Please be advised that Hewlett-Packard will be making the following product change on the effective date noted for the products listed. Satisfactory reliability data has been gathered and recorded to assure continuance of the high quality standards as set forth in our standard catalog parts.

Parts Affected (also includes specials based on the following numbers)

All SOT-23 and SOT-143 diodes (HSMS-28XX series, HSMP-38XX series, and associated QSMS-XXXX and QSMP-XXXX special products)

Extent of Change (attachments, if necessary):

SOT-23 and SOT-143 Diodes will no longer use option "#L30" to denote bulk packaging, and will no longer use option "#L31" to denote tape-and-reel packaging. These options will be replaced by "-BLK" and "-TR1", respectively. The marking on the diodes themselves will not change.

Reason For Change:

The high profile version of Hewlett-Packard's SOT diodes were made obsolete in 1996. The high profile products used options #T30 and #T31 to differentiate these products from the low profile #L30 and #L31. Since the high profile is obsolete, this differentiation is no longer needed. Therefore, in order to be consistent with Hewlett-Packard's other RF Wireless products, these diodes will now use the more common -BLK and -TR1 option nomenclature.

Effective Date of Change:

This change will be phased in starting the week of January 5, 1998, with completion by July 1, 1998. During this period, customers are encouraged to place all new orders with the new -BLK and -TR1 options.

Authorized by David Silvius
Product Manager

Authorized by Bill Yuen
Quality Assurance Engineer

Your Hewlett-Packard field sales engineer will assist you in any way necessary for you to analyze this change to your satisfaction. Upon your satisfaction with this change, please acknowledge acceptance and mail to the address provided. Your prompt attention in this matter is much appreciated since it may affect future shipments of parts.
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